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Featured Cocktail
While all of our cocktails are created by our bartenders, we are 

giving them the opportunity to craft a drink all their own. 
Each cocktail will run for a limited time only! 

 Nalu curated:
Hops and Hooch    13

Gin, elderflower, orange liquor, grapefruit, IPA

House Cocktails
The Basic B    11
Aperol, rose, lime  

Queen Bee  12
House infused vanilla vodka, ginger, honey, lemon

Ancho Paloma  12
Tequila blanco, ancho reyes, grapefruit, tajin salt rim 

West Side Margarita  11 
Tequila, fresh citrus, tajin salt rim

Brown Sugar Old Fashioned     12
Bourbon, brown sugar simple, bitters  

Cha Cha Chai     12
Rumchata, chai, hazlenut  

Wine
10 Barrel Sparkling Wine 12 (served in 12oz can)
White - Chardonnay and Pinot Gris blend, dry, crisp finish 
Rose - Pinot Noir, with notes of strawberry 

Wairau  9/36   Sauvignon Blanc 
Four Graces   12/40   Pinot Gris 
Stoller   12/40   Chardonnay

Eola Hills   9/36   Pinot Noir  
G3     10/37   Cabernet Sauvignon 
NxNW   9/36   Red Blend

A 20% gratuity will be added to parties of 8 or 
more

Voted Large 
Brewery of 2023 

at
 Oregon Beer 

Awards



HOPS
Apocalypse   | 7   West Coast IPA 
 6.8%  ABV / 70 IBU
The send is near and it pairs well with gravity! This west coast style IPA is 10 Barrel 
Brewing Co.’s flagship beer. Apocalypse is hop-forward, perfectly balanced with a   
medium-bodied mouth feel and finishes crisp and dry. 

All Ways Down  | 7    Double IPA 
 9% ABV / 75 IBU** 
This Double IPA is a full on assault of hop flavor and aroma. We brewed All Ways 
Down with Azacca, Mosaic and Simcoe concentrated hop lupulin pellets known 
as Cryo Hops. If you like IPAs you’ll love this! *Gold Medal - 2021 Oregon Beer 
Awards*

Cloud Mentality  | 7   Hazy IPA
6.7% ABV / 50 IBU 
This Hazy IPA was brewed to showcase the potential of the highly sought after Strata 
Hop. Big juicy tropical fruit notes are backed up with sticky-sweet kind bud aroma. 
The bitterness is mild and balanced with a medium malt body. Cheers!

Nature Calls | 7 Mountain IPA / 6.5% ABV / 40 IBU 
West Coast IPA meats East Coast IPA and somewhere in the middle you get the 
Mountain IPA. This beer has the big juicy hop profile the IPA lover craves, paired with 
a restrained bitterness and a refreshingly smooth dry finish. Amazingly balanced, 
ultra refined and incredibly quaffable.. When Nature Calls its hard to resist..

Oregon Brown | 7 Brown IPA / 7% ABV / 68 IBU 
For us, traditional Brown Ales can be a bit boring so cked it up with hops to prove 
that brown is back.

Paddle Captain | 7 West Coast IPA / 6.5% ABV / 55 IBU 
Old meets new in this West Coast IPA. Brewed with the intention of taking the classic 
IPA recipe and using new whirlpool and dry hopping techniques, we stumbled onto 
an IPA that is truly a crowd pleaser. Not too bitter, not too sweet with huge hop 
aroma and flavor.

Codename: Gigantor | 7 NW Red Ale / 6.5% ABV 
60 IBU 
Standing at 6’6”, weighing in at 225 lbs., representing Bend Oregon is G-I-G-A-N-T-
O-R, also known as Marlowe.  This Northwest Red Ale is big and tall like the brewer.  
Marlowe has proved with his first beer that he is our best brewer over 6’6”.

Hazy Sour IPA | 7 Hazy Sour IPA / 6.4% ABV 30 IBU** 
Let’s get this out of the way - sour IPAs usually suck. This one, however, does not…it 
is delicious. We took a juice bomb of a hazy IPA, blended it with mixed culture sour 
ale, and gave it a healthy 2nd dry hop. The final product is a hazy IPA with mild 
bitterness and tartness that’s bursting with citrus, stone, and tropical fruit flavors.

NITRO
Imperial Brown | 7 / 8.3% ABV / 30 IBU 
Brown ales were an early craft beer staple.  We took a fond look back then,  in true 
10 Barrel fashion, we decided to AMP IT UP. We brewed an imperial version that 
emphasizes a nutty chewy malt character with nuanced chocolate and integrated 
toastiness.

DARK 
Barrel Aged Cherry Revive | 7 Imp. Stout /11.8% 
ABV/30 IBU** 
We aged our tried and true Imperial Stout in Cherry Brandy casks.  Big roast malt, 
chocolate and coffee notes meld with a subtle hint of cherry.

FLIGHT
10 Barrel Sampler  | 15 
We recommend drinking in this order for maximum enjoyment 
 2. Huckleberry Cleanline 8. Cucumber Crush  5. Camp Vibes 4. Paddle Captain  
7. Nature Calls  3.Cloud Mentality  10. All Ways Down  1. Dark Queen  6. Guava 
Crush 9. Brilliant

NEW TINY HAUS - 16oz Can
Out Of Focus | 7  Hazy IPA / 7% ABV / 40 IBU
In our quest to create the ultimate super juiced Hazy IPA, Tonya added White Peach to the 
fermentation along with stone fruit boosting hops to this Hazy. Fruity and Hoppy goodness!
(served in 16oz can)

SOUR
Cucumber Crush | 7 American Sour / 5% ABV / 4 IBU** 
What is more refreshing then a cold glass of tap water? A cold glass of cucumber tap 
water. I think you know where we are going here… we added cucumbers to our Sour 
Berliner Weiss to give you a nice refreshing substitute to tap water.

Brilliant| 7 Sour Ale/ 6.8% ABV 8 IBU** 
Brilliant is an Imperial Berliner Weisse with bright, balanced acidity and a light champagne 
flavor. World Beer Cup  2022 Siver Medal winner

Cerveza Salvaje | 7  Brett Sour  /  5.7%  ABV / 20 IBU** 
We decided to think a bit outside of the box when deciding which beer we’d send off 
into wine barrels for a secondary fermentation with a mixed culture. We chose Cerveza 
Negra, our Mexican-style dark lager, which has a crisp maltiness that ended up perfectly 
complimenting the fruity and earthy notes that a year in barrels added to the beer. 

Guava Crush | 7 American Sour / 5.2% ABV / 10 IBU**
We love guava and if you do as well,  this beer is for you!  We packed pink guava flavor 
and aroma into our tart  Berliner Weisse base.  Like all our Crush series, this beer is fruit 
focused and made for the sour beer lover.

SESSIONS
Camp Vibes | 7  Golden Ale / 4.6% ABV / 25 IBU 
We teamed up with Poler to create a bright Golden Ale with Cascade Hops and a hint of 
fresh lemon. This recipe has a breezy flavor and a light body for when you’re posted up 
by the campfire or hanging on the river with your crew. 

Dark Queen | 7 German Dunkel / 4.2% ABV 22 IBU 
The Dark Queen is brought to you by Jose Ruiz. A traditional German Dunkel that 
showcases malt depth achieved by decoction brewing. Flavors of toasty bread crumbs and 
soft malt sweetness surrender to a subdued chocolate aftertaste that is light and refreshing.

Twheat | 7 Wheat Ale /5% ABV / 20 IBU 
Start your day with this refreshing American Wheat Ale. Soft Wheat and Malt flavors 
are accompanied by mild floral and spice qualities derived from German Noble Hops. 
American Ale yeast gives this beer a clean and crisp finish. It’s never too early for a 
Precedential Twheat.

Pilsner | 7 German Style Pilsner / 5.1% ABV / 35 IBU 
This is a classic German-Style Pilsner brewed the traditional way to enhance complexity. 
We used Noble hops to give it authentic character you expect from a Pilsner. Made with 
tradition and exceptional quality in mind. Let’s Rip!

SELTZER
Huckleberry Cleanline | 7 Seltzer / 5% ABV  
Not feeling beer? No problem! This light, crisp, refreshing seltzer with a hint of 
huckleberry flavor is perfect for any day!

Rotating Draft Cocktail | 8 / 7% ABV**  
Not feeling beer? No problem! We took our seltzer base, added a fruit puree and fresh 
lemon juice for a summery twist on our Cleanline series. Served over ice. 

CANNED COCKTAIL 
Golf Tea   13
Golf Tea is a combination of our house-made lemonade, hand selected iced tea, and 
vodka. A perfect beverage for hitting the links. Crack this open for a better game!

Cloud Mentality| 7 Hazy IPA/ 6.7% ABV / 50 IBU 
This Hazy IPA was brewed to showcase the potential of the highly sought after Strata 
Hop. Big juicy tropical fruit notes are backed up with sticky-sweet kind bud aroma. The 
bitterness is mild and balanced with a medium malt body. Cheers!


